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Massive Suburbanization Dec 11 2020 Providing a systematic
overview of large-scale housing projects, Massive
Suburbanization investigates the building and rebuilding of
urban peripheries on a global scale. Offering a universal interreferencing point for research on the dynamics of "massive
suburbia," this book builds a new discussion pertaining to the
problems of the urban periphery, urbanization, and the
neoliberal production of space. Conceptual and empirical
chapters revisit the classic cases of large-scale suburban building
in Canada, the former Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, and
the United States and examine the new peripheral estates in

China, Egypt, Israel, Morocco, the Philippines, South Africa,
and Turkey. The contributors examine a broad variety of cases
that speak to the building or redevelopment of large-scale
peripheral housing estates, tower neighbourhoods, Grands
Ensembles, Gro?wohnsiedlungen, and Toplu Konut. Concerned
with state and corporate policy for building suburban estates,
Massive Suburbanization confronts the politics surrounding
local inhabitants and their "right to the suburb."
Routledge Handbook of Ecocultural Identity Jul 26 2019 The
Routledge Handbook of Ecocultural Identity brings the
ecological turn to sociocultural understandings of self. The
editors introduce a broad, insightful assembly of original theory
and research on planetary positionalities in flux in the
Anthropocene – or what in this Handbook cultural ecologist
David Abram presciently renames the Humilocene, a new
“epoch of humility.” Forty international authors craft a
kaleidoscopic lens, focusing on the following key
interdisciplinary inquiries: Part I illuminates identity as always
ecocultural, expanding dominant understandings of who we are
and how our ways of identifying engender earthly outcomes.
Part II examines ways ecocultural identities are fostered and
how difference and spaces of interaction can be sources of
environmental conviviality. Part III illustrates consequential
ways the media sphere informs, challenges, and amplifies
particular ecocultural identities. Part IV delves into the
constitutive power of ecocultural identities and illuminates ways
ecological forces shape the political sphere. Part V demonstrates
multiple and unspooling ways in which ecocultural identities can
evolve and transform to recall ways forward to reciprocal
surviving and thriving. The Routledge Handbook of Ecocultural
Identity provides an essential resource for scholars, teachers,
students, protectors, and practitioners interested in ecological

and sociocultural regeneration. The Routledge Handbook of
Ecocultural Identity has been awarded the 2020 Book Award
from the National Communication Association's (USA)
Environmental Communication Division.
World Cities and Urban Form Aug 31 2022 This book presents
new research and theory at the regional scale showing the forms
metropolitan regions might take to achieve sustainability. At the
city scale the book presents case studies based on the latest
research and practice from Europe, Asia and North America,
showing how both planning and flagship design can propel cities
into world class status, and also improve sustainability. The
contributors explore the tension between polycentric and
potentially sustainable development, and urban fragmentation in
a physical context, but also in a wider cultural, social and
economic context.
OECD Green Growth Studies Compact City Policies A
Comparative Assessment Mar 14 2021 This report is thus
intended as “food for thought” for national, sub-national and
municipal governments as they seek to address their economic
and environmental challenges through the development and
implementation of spatial strategies in pursuit of Green Growth
objectives.
Governance, Policy and Juxtaposition May 28 2022 This book
considers governance and policy-making within the maritime
sector, and focuses significantly on the dimensional context
within which governance works. Recognising the importance of
understanding governance and policy at times when the world is
faced with social, political, and economic problems, it highlights
the fact that both areas are equally significant in understanding
today’s political economy. By focusing on the maritime sector, a
pillar industry supporting international trade activities, the book
offers a unique perspective to explain the difficulties of

balancing policy-making with governance in order to provide
solutions. It also examines the importance of developing a
governance process that encourages and accommodates
juxtaposition in a way that ensures that the effect of independent
policy-making is understood upon the success or otherwise of
policies across a range of contexts and problems. Given the indepth nature of the text, it is of interest to academics, researchers
and professionals in the field.
OECD Urban Policy Reviews, Chile 2013 Jun 16 2021 This
report examines the economic and socio-economic trends in
Chile’s urban areas; it analyses four policy areas with significant
implications for national urban programming, and it examines
possible approaches for revitalising the urban governance.
Future Asian Space Aug 07 2020 Rapid technological,
economic, social and cultural changes are transforming the idea
of "Asian space." With the shift to a global economy and an
urban population explosion, Asian cities have become a
mainstay of progress, national pride, identity, and positioning on
the global stage. The extraordinary pace and intensity of the
changes have created a situation unique in the history of urban
development. Despite the immense diversity of Asian countries,
"Asia-ness" is often treated as a distinctive quality that has
emerged from unique recent circumstances affecting Asian
urbanizations as a whole. In Future Asian Space, 15 authors
explore broad concepts relating to the creation and re-creation of
"Asian space" and contemporary Asian identity, and their
examination of different sites and research approaches highlights
the difficulty of pinpointing what Asia-ness is, or might become.
Appropriate design and planning of cities is a critical element in
building a sustainable future and coping with environmental,
social and cultural problems. Future Asian Space is designed to
stimulate interests and engagement in discussions of the Asian

city, and its trajectories in architecture and urbanism, but the
authors' conclusions will intrigue anyone interested in the future
of cities and urban life in Asia.
How to Build a Global City Sep 07 2020 In How to Build a
Global City, Michele Acuto considers the rise of a new
generation of so-called global cities—Singapore, Sydney, and
Dubai—and the power that this concept had in their ascent, in
order to analyze the general relationship between global city
theory and its urban public policy practice. The global city is
often invoked in theory and practice as an ideal model of
development and a logic of internationalization for cities the
world over. But the global city also creates deep social
polarization and challenges how much local planning can
achieve in a world economy. Presenting a unique elite
ethnography in Singapore, Sydney, and Dubai, Acuto discusses
the global urban discourses, aspirations, and strategies vital to
the planning and management of such metropolitan growth. The
global city, he shows, is not one single idea, but a complex of
ways to imagine a place to be global and aspirations to make it
so, often deeply steeped in politics. His resulting book is a call
to reconcile proponents and critics of the global city toward a
more explicit engagement with the politics of this global urban
imagination.
World Cities and Urban Form Nov 02 2022 This book
presents new research and theory at the regional scale showing
the forms metropolitan regions might take to achieve
sustainability. At the city scale the book presents case studies
based on the latest research and practice from Europe, Asia and
North America, showing how both planning and flagship design
can propel cities into world class status, and also improve
sustainability. The contributors explore the tension between
polycentric and potentially sustainable development, and urban

fragmentation in a physical context, but also in a wider cultural,
social and economic context.
World Cities and Urban Form Oct 01 2022 This book presents
new research and theory at the regional scale showing the forms
metropolitan regions might take to achieve sustainability. At the
city scale the book presents case studies based on the latest
research and practice from Europe, Asia and North America,
showing how both planning and flagship design can propel cities
into world class status, and also improve sustainability. The
contributors explore the tension between polycentric and
potentially sustainable development, and urban fragmentation in
a physical context, but also in a wider cultural, social and
economic context.
Transnational Architecture and Urbanism Jul 18 2021
Transnational Architecture and Urbanism combines urban
planning, design, policy, and geography studies to offer placebased and project-oriented insight into relevant case studies of
urban transformation in Europe, North America, Asia, and the
Middle East. Since the 1990s, increasingly multinational modes
of design have arisen, especially concerning prominent buildings
and places. Traditional planning and design disciplines have
proven to have limited comprehension of, and little grip on, such
transformations. Public and scholarly discussions argue that
these projects and transformations derive from socioeconomic,
political, cultural trends or conditions of globalization. The
author suggests that general urban theories are relevant as
background, but of limited efficacy when dealing with such
context-bound projects and policies. This book critically
investigates emerging problematic issues such as the
spectacularization of the urban environment, the
decontextualization of design practice, and the global circulation
of plans and projects. The book portends new

conceptualizations, evidence-based explanations, and practical
understanding for architects, planners, and policy makers to
critically learn from practice, to cope with these transnational
issues, and to put better planning in place.
Urban China's Rural Fringe Jun 04 2020 Giulio Verdini, PhD in
Economics, Urban and Regional Development, from the
University of Ferrara, is Associate Professor in Urban Planning
and Design and Co-Director of the Research Institute of
Urbanisation at Xian Jiaotong-Liverpool University, People's
Republic of China. Dr. Yiwen Wang, PhD in Architecture from
the University of Nottingham, is Lecturer in Urban Planning and
Design at Xian Jiaotong-Liverpool University, People's
Republic of China. Dr. Xiaonan Zhang, PhD in Urban
Geography at University of Salford, UK, is the former Head of
the Department of Urban Planning and Design at Xian JiaotongLiverpool University, People's Republic of China.
International Cases in the Business of Sport Jan 24 2022
Contemporary sport is big business. Major teams, leagues,
franchises, merchandisers and retailers are in fierce competition
in a dynamic global marketplace. Now in a fully revised and
updated second edition, International Cases in the Business of
Sport presents an unparalleled range of cutting-edge case studies
that show how contemporary sport business is done and provides
insight into commercial management practice. Written by a team
of international experts, these case studies cover organisations
and events as diverse as the NBA, the Americas Cup, the Tour
de France, the PGA tour, FC Barcelona and the Australian Open
tennis. They explore key contemporary themes in sport business
and management, such as broadcast rights, social media,
strategic development, ownership models, mega-events, sports
retailing, globalisation, corruption and financial problems. Each
case study also includes discussion questions, recommended

reading and links to useful web resources. International Cases in
the Business of Sport is an essential companion to any sport
business or sport management course, and fascinating reading
for any sport business professional looking to deepen their
understanding of contemporary management.
Geographies of Urban Governance Mar 02 2020 With a
current population inflow into cities of 200,000 people per day,
UN Habitat expects that up to 75% of the global population will
live in cities by 2050. Influenced by forces of globalization and
global change, cities and urban life are transforming rapidly,
impacting human welfare, economic development and urbanregional landscapes. This poses new challenges to urban
governance, while emerging city networks, advancing geotechnologies and increasing production of continuous data
streams require governance actors to re-think and re-work
conventional work processes and practices. This book has been
written to enhance our understanding of how governance can
contribute to the development of just and resilient cities in a
context of rapid urban transformations. It examines current
governance patterns from a geographical and inclusive
development perspective, emphasizing the importance of place,
space, scale and human-environment interactions, and paying
attention to contemporary processes of participation,
networking, and spatialized digitization. The challenge we are
facing is to turn future cities into inclusive cities that are diverse
but just and within their ecological limits. We believe that the
state-of-the-art overview of topical discussions on governance
theories, instruments, methods and practices presented in this
book provides a basis for understanding and analyzing these
challenges.
Smart Cities for Technological and Social Innovation Jul 06
2020 Smart Cities for Technological and Social Innovation

establishes a key theoretical framework to understand the
implementation and development of smart cities as innovation
drivers, in terms of lasting impacts on productivity, livability
and sustainability of specific initiatives. This framework is based
on empirical analysis of 12 case studies, including pioneer
projects from Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and more. It
explores how successful smart cities initiatives nurture both
technological and social innovation using a combination of
regulatory governance and private agency. Typologies of smart
city-making approaches are explored in depth. Integrative
analysis identifies key success factors in establishing innovation
relating to the effectiveness of social systems, institutional
thickness, governance, the role of human capital, and
streamlining funding of urban development projects. Cases from
a range of geographies, scales, social and economic contexts
Explores how smart cities can promote technological and social
innovation in terms of direct impacts on livability, productivity
and sustainability Establishes an integrative framework based on
empirical evidence to develop more innovative smart city
initiatives Investigates the role of governments in coordinating,
fostering and guiding innovations resulting from smart city
developments Interrogates the policies and governance
structures which have been effective in supporting the
development and deployment of smart cities
Growing Compact Jun 28 2022 Growing Compact: Urban Form,
Density and Sustainability explores and unravels the
phenomena, links and benefits between density, compactness
and the sustainability of cities. It looks at the socio-climatic
implications of density and takes a more holistic approach to
sustainable urbanism by understanding the correlations between
the social, economic and environmental dimensions of the city,
and the challenges and opportunities with density. The book

presents contributions from internationally well-known scholars,
thinkers and practitioners whose theoretical and practical works
address city planning, urban and architectural design for density
and sustainability at various levels, including challenges in
building resilience against climate change and natural disasters,
capacity and integration for growth and adaptability, ageing,
community and security, vegetation, food production, compact
resource systems and regeneration.
Global Urban Growth Oct 21 2021 This book examines the
rapid expansion of urban areas worldwide, especially within the
previous 50 years, identifying the factors that have contributed
to this phenomenon and exploring its many consequences. * A
pie chart illustrating recent land use in the United States * A
bibliography containing reviews of over 40 recommended books
and journals that provide insights into global urban growth
trends * A full list of topical subjects for easy reference
New Urban Configurations Sep 19 2021 Urban areas have been
caught up in a turbulent process of transformation over the past
50 years and changes have been rapid, with issues such as
mobility, nature, water management, energy use and public
space featuring prominently._x000D_ In each Olympic year
since 1988, the Faculty of Architecture at Delft University of
Technology has held an international conference focusing on the
connection between research and design, exploring the field of
tension between science, technology and art._x000D_ This book
presents the proceedings of the latest in this series of
conferences: New Urban Configurations, held in Delft, the
Netherlands, in October 2012 in collaboration with the European
Association for Architectural Education (EAAE) and the
International Seminar on Urban Form (ISUF). This edition of
the conference discussed the role and critical potential of the
architectural project in the transformation process of cities and

territories that leads to new urban configurations._x000D_ The
publication contains all 140 accepted papers and a selection of
the keynote lectures presented at the conference. The papers
have been grouped into five main themes: innovation in building
typology; infrastructure and the city; complex urban projects;
green spaces, and delta urbanism. Four of these major topics are
further divided into several subtopics._x000D_ This book will
be of interest to everyone involved in designing, building,
thinking about as well as managing the urban landscape and
territory.
Resilience-Oriented Urban Planning Apr 02 2020 This book
explores key theoretical and empirical issues related to the
development and implementation of planning strategies that can
provide guidance on the transition to climate-compatible and
low-carbon urban development. It especially focuses on
integrating resilience thinking into the urban planning process,
and explains how such an integration can contribute to reflecting
the dynamic properties of cities and coping with the
uncertainties inherent in future climate change projections.
Some of the main questions addressed are: What are the
innovative methods and processes needed to incorporate
resilience thinking into urban planning? What are the
characteristics of a resilient urban form and what are the
challenges associated with integrating them into urban
development? Also, how can the resilience of cities be measured
and what are the main constituents of an urban resilience
assessment framework? In addition to addressing these crucial
questions, the book features several case studies from around the
world, investigating methodologies, challenges, and
opportunities for mainstreaming climate resilience in the theory
and practice of urban planning. Featuring contributions by
prominent researchers from around the world, the book offers a

valuable resource for students, academics and practitioners alike.
The Making of Grand Paris Dec 31 2019 A critical
examination of metropolitan planning in Paris—the “Grand
Paris” initiative—and the building of today's networked global
city. In 2007 the French government announced the “Grand
Paris” initiative. This ambitious project reimagined the Paris
region as integrated, balanced, global, sustainable, and
prosperous. Metropolitan solidarity would unite divided
populations; a new transportation system, the Grand Paris
Express, would connect the affluent city proper with the lowincome suburbs; streamlined institutions would replace
fragmented governance structures. Grand Paris is more than a
redevelopment plan; it is a new paradigm for urbanism. In this
first English-language examination of Grand Paris, Theresa
Enright offers a critical analysis of the early stages of the
project, considering whether it can achieve its twin goals of
economic competitiveness and equality. Enright argues that by
orienting the city around growth and marketization, Grand Paris
reproduces the social and spatial hierarchies it sets out to
address. For example, large expenditures for the Grand Paris
Express are made not for the public good but to increase the
attractiveness of the region to private investors, setting off a real
estate boom, encouraging gentrification, and leaving many
residents still unable to get from here to there. Enright describes
Grand Paris as an example of what she calls “grand urbanism,”
large-scale planning that relies on infrastructural megaprojects to
reconfigure urban regions in pursuit of speculative
redevelopment. Democracy and equality suffer under processes
of grand urbanism. Given the logic of commodification on
which Grand Paris is based, these are likely to suffer as the
project moves forward.
Deep Locational Criticism Jan 30 2020 A lively series of spatial

turns in literary studies since the 1990s give rise to this engaged
and practical book, devoted to the question of how to teach and
study the relationship between all sorts of literature and all sorts
of location. Among the many concrete examples explored are
texts created between the early seventeenth and the early twentyfirst centuries, in genres ranging from stage drama and lyric
poetry to television, by way of several studies of fiction
definable in a broad way as realist. Writers and thinkers
discussed include Michel de Certeau, Edward Casey,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Christina Rossetti, Dickens, J. Hillis Miller,
Lynne Reid Banks, Heidegger, Shakespeare, Thomas Middleton,
Thomas Dekker, Stephen C. Levinson, Bernard Malamud, E.M.
Forster, Thomas Burke and Samuel Beckett. The book is
underpinned by the philosophical topology of Jeff Malpas, who
insists that human life is necessarily and primarily located. It is
aimed at students and teachers of literary place at all university
levels.
Eco-Urbanity Jul 30 2022 There is need for change in our
currently unsustainable cities. Carefully outlining paths towards
better, sustainable ways of urban living, this book proposes a
radical change in the ways we conceive and live our urban
environments. Bringing together diverse cultural and
disciplinary views on urban sustainability, eighteen leading
academics and practitioners in sustainable architecture and
urbanism explore global concerns of sustainability and urbanity.
This broad range of issues are clearly articulated and linked to
concrete places and projects, merging research and cutting-edge
design investigations to promote environmentally and culturally
sensitive urban futures.
Sustainable Urban Development Reader Feb 10 2021
Building on the success of its second edition, the third edition of
the Sustainable Urban Development Reader provides a generous

selection of classic and contemporary readings giving a broad
introduction to this topic. It begins by tracing the roots of the
sustainable development concept in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, before presenting readings on a number of dimensions
of the sustainability concept. Topics covered include land use
and urban design, transportation, ecological planning and
restoration, energy and materials use, economic development,
social and environmental justice, and green architecture and
building. All sections have a concise editorial introduction that
places the selection in context and suggests further reading.
Additional sections cover tools for sustainable development,
international sustainable development, visions of sustainable
community and case studies from around the world. The book
also includes educational exercises for individuals, university
classes, or community groups, and an extensive list of
recommended readings. The anthology remains unique in
presenting a broad array of classic and contemporary readings in
this field, each with a concise introduction placing it within the
context of this evolving discourse. The Sustainable Urban
Development Reader presents an authoritative overview of the
field using original sources in a highly readable format for
university classes in urban studies, environmental studies, the
social sciences, and related fields. It also makes a wide range of
sustainable urban planning-related material available to the
public in a clear and accessible way, forming an indispensable
resource for anyone interested in the future of urban
environments.
The Sustainable Urban Development Reader Aug 19 2021
This thoroughly revised and updated fourth edition of The
Sustainable Urban Development Reader combines classic and
contemporary readings to provide a broad introduction to the
topic that is accessible to general and undergraduate audiences.

The Reader begins by tracing the roots of the sustainable
development concept in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
through classic readings. It then explores dimensions of urban
sustainability, including land use and urban design,
transportation, ecological planning and restoration, energy and
materials use, economic development, social and environmental
justice, and green architecture and building. Additional sections
cover tools for sustainable development, sustainable
development internationally, visions of sustainable community,
and case studies from around the world. The Sustainable Urban
Development Reader remains unique in presenting a broad array
of sustainable city readings, each with a concise introduction
placing it within the context of this evolving discourse.
Presenting an authoritative overview of the field using original
sources in a highly readable format, this book is a valuable
resource for general readers as well as students and researchers
in urban studies, environmental studies, the social sciences, and
related fields.
OECD Urban Policy Reviews, Poland 2011 Oct 28 2019 This
comprehensive review of urban policy in Poland looks at the
urban system and the challenges it faces, national policies for
urban development in Poland, and adapting governance for a
national urban policy agenda.
Secondary Cities Nov 21 2021 This book explores cities and the
intra-regional relational dynamics often overlooked by urban
scholars, and it challenges common representations of urban
development successes and failures. Gathering leading
international scholars from Europe, Australia and North
America, it explores the secondary city concept in urban
development theory and practice and advances a research
agenda that highlights uneven development concerns. By
emphasising the subordinate status of secondary cities relative to

their dominant neighbours the book raises new questions about
regional development in the Global North. It considers
alternative relations and development strategies that
innovatively reimagine the subordinate status of secondary cities
and showcase their full potential.
New Towns for the Twenty-First Century Sep 27 2019 New
towns—large, comprehensively planned developments on newly
urbanized land—boast a mix of spaces that, in their ideal form,
provide opportunities for all of the activities of daily life. From
garden cities to science cities, new capitals to large military
facilities, hundreds were built in the twentieth century and their
approaches to planning and development were influential far
beyond the new towns themselves. Although new towns are
notoriously difficult to execute and their popularity has waxed
and waned, major new town initiatives are increasing around the
globe, notably in East Asia, South Asia, and Africa. New Towns
for the Twenty-First Century considers the ideals behind newtown development, the practice of building them, and their
outcomes. A roster of international and interdisciplinary
contributors examines their design, planning, finances,
management, governance, quality of life, and sustainability.
Case studies provide histories of new towns in the United States,
Asia, Africa, and Europe and impart lessons learned from
practitioners. The volume identifies opportunities afforded by
new towns for confronting future challenges related to climate
change, urban population growth, affordable housing, economic
development, and quality of life. Featuring inventories of classic
new towns, twentieth-century new towns with populations over
30,000, and twenty-first-century new towns, the volume is a
valuable resource for governments, policy makers, and real
estate developers as well as planners, designers, and educators.
Contributors: Sandy Apgar, Sai Balakrishnan, JaapJan Berg,

Paul Buckhurst, Felipe Correa, Carl Duke, Reid Ewing, Ann
Forsyth, Robert Freestone, Shikyo Fu, Pascaline Gaborit, Elie
Gamburg, Alexander Garvin, David R. Godschalk, Tony Green,
ChengHe Guan, Rachel Keeton, Steven Kellenberg, Kyung-Min
Kim, Gene Kohn, Todd Mansfield, Robert W. Marans, Robert
Nelson, Pike Oliver, Richard Peiser, Michelle Provoost, Peter G.
Rowe, Jongpil Ryu, Andrew Stokols, Adam Tanaka, Jamie von
Klemperer, Fulong Wu, Ying Xu, Anthony Gar-On Yeh,
Chaobin Zhou.
Beyond the Megacity Apr 14 2021 Beyond the Megacity
connects and reconnects the global debate on the contemporary
urban condition to the Latin American tradition of seeing,
considering, and theorizing urbanization from the margins. It
develops the approach of "peripheral urbanization" as a way to
integrate the theoretical agendas belonging to global
suburbanisms, neo-Marxist accounts of planetary urbanization,
and postcolonial urban studies, and to move urban theory closer
to the complexity and diversity of urbanization in the Global
South. From an interdisciplinary perspective, Beyond the
Megacity investigates the natures, causes, implications, and
politics of current urbanization processes in Latin America. The
book draws on case studies from various countries across the
region, covering theoretical and disciplinary approaches from
the fields of geography, anthropology, sociology, urban studies,
agrarian studies, and urban and regional planning, and is written
by academics, journalists, practitioners, and scholar-activists.
Beyond the Megacity unites these unique perspectives by
shifting attention to the places, processes, practices, and bodies
of knowledge that have often been neglected in the past.
International Perspectives on the Belt and Road Initiative
Jun 24 2019 International Perspectives on the Belt and Road
Initiative investigates the most significant global?scale

international trade expansion and capital investment programme
since the Second World War. This book focusses on the multinational perspectives of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in
order to interrogate the Chinese government’s representation of
it as a symbol of "peace, cooperation, development and mutual
benefit." With specific focus on the interrelationship between
geopolitics, infrastructure investments and urban regional
development, the book reflects on 12 countries’ experiences in
depth, including those of Iran, Pakistan, Brazil, Thailand,
Indonesia, Japan and Ethiopia, specificly to their economic
development levels, political systems, power dynamics and
socio-environmental issues. The book clarifies and contributes
new knowledge on the nature of BRI concerning its relationship
to globalism, neo-colonialism, the notion of developed vs
developing countries and their institutions and macro-micro
benefits and impacts. In doing so, the book offers a balanced
account of the antagonistic geo-political narrative of sociopolitical conflict and the collaborative framework of real socioeconomic flows and development. The book will appeal to
academics, researchers and policy-makers with an interest in the
BRI and its impacts on politico-economic development and
urban, regional and spatial systems in the Indo-Pacific and
beyond.
Green Fields, Brown Fields, New Fields Feb 22 2022 "The
conference explores past and future approaches to managing and
designing for growth, development and decline. This goes
beyond debates over density, frontier development and renewal.
It includes new fields of historical, policy and social research
which inform discussion of heritage, growth, environmental,
economic and other issues of urban life and urban form."--Page
iii
Parallel Patterns of Shrinking Cities and Urban Growth

May 04 2020 Focussing particularly on urban fringe and rural
areas, this book addresses the parallel phenomena of growth and
decline. In doing so, it not only broadens a debate which
generally concentrates on urban municipalities, especially inner
city areas, but also covers new ground by starting to build a new
theoretical framework for the spatial planning related assessment
of these phenomena. Bringing together contributions from
internationally renowned authors, such as Sir Peter Hall, Steve
Ward and Johann Jessen, the book compares international case
studies and highlights their relationships with one another. It
concludes by emphasizing common themes that are addressed,
as well as showing applicability to other urban and rural regions.
Overall, the book provides a timely and comprehensive analysis
of the spatial consequences and related spatial planning concepts
in theory and practice which aim to further sustainable
development of city regions, urban fringe and rural areas
experiencing growth and decline.
Dimensions of the Sustainable City Mar 26 2022 The
CityForm consortium’s latest book, Dimensions of the
Sustainable City, is the first book to report on an empirical
multi-disciplinary study specifically designed to address urban
sustainability. Drawing together the various dimensions of
sustainability – economic, social, transport, energy and
ecological – the book examines their relationships both to each
other and to urban form. The book investigates the sustainability
dimensions of cities through a series of projects based on a
common list of elements of urban form, and which draw on the
consortium’s latest research to review the sustainability issues of
each dimension. The elements of urban form include density,
land use, location, accessibility, transport infrastructure and
characteristics of the built environment. The book also addresses
issues such as adapting cities, psychological and ecological

benefits of green space and sustainable lifestyles, each
presenting a critical review of the relevant literature followed by
an empirical analysis presenting the key results. Based on
studies across five UK cities, the book draws out findings of
relevance to sustainable cities worldwide. As well as an
invaluable reference to researchers in sustainable planning and
urban design, the book will provide a useful text for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses and for policy makers
dealing with these issues. The CityForm consortium is a multidisciplinary group of researchers from five universities funded
by the UK Engineering and Physical Science Research Council
from 2003-07.
Architecture and Capitalism Apr 26 2022 Architecture and
Capitalism tells a story of the relationship between the economy
and architectural design. Eleven historians each discuss in brand
new essays the time period they know best, looking at cultural
and economic issues, which in light of current economic crises
you will find have dealt with diverse but surprisingly familiar
economic issues. Told through case studies, the narrative begins
in the mid-nineteenth century and ends with 2011, with
introductions by Editor Peggy Deamer to pull the main themes
together so that you can see how other architects in different
times and in different countries have dealt with similar economic
conditions. By focussing on what previous architects
experienced, you have the opportunity to avoid repeating the
past. With new essays by Pier Vittorio Aureli, Ellen DunhamJones, Keller Easterling, Lauren Kogod, Robert Hewison,
Joanna Merwood-Salisbury, Robin Schuldenfrei, Deborah Gans,
Simon Sadler, Nathan Rich, and Micahel Sorkin.
Transitioning to a Post-Carbon Society Aug 26 2019 This
book deals with one of the most pressing social and
environmental issues that we face today. The transition to a post-

carbon society, in which the consumption of fossil fuels
decreases over time, has become an inevitability due to the need
to prevent catastrophic climate change, the increasing cost and
scarcity of energy, and complex combinations of both of these
factors. As the authors point out, this will not only entail
political adjustments and the replacement of some technologies
by others, but will be accompanied by social and cultural
changes that bring about substantial modifications in our
societies and ways of life. This book examines whether the
current conditions, which date back to the crisis that began in
2007, favour a benign and smooth transition or will make it
more difficult and prone to conflict. It argues that, even if this
transformation is unavoidable, the directions it will take and the
resulting social forms are much less certain. There will be many
post-carbon societies, the authors conclude, and any number of
routes to social change. Transitioning to a Post-Carbon Society
therefore represents a significant contribution to global debates
on the environment, and is vital reading for academics,
policymakers, business leaders, NGOs and the general public
alike.
International Handbook of Urban Policy Dec 23 2021 This
important Handbook reveals that most urban growth takes place
in the less developed world and much of it represents overurbanization that is, urbanization in which most migrants cannot
effectively compete for employment, cannot find adequate
shelter and do not have the means to feed themselves properly.
Yet, compared to rural poverty, urban poverty is widely
regarded as the lesser of the two evils. H.S. Geyer and his
contributors highlight the enormous challenges posed by
urbanization to decision makers at all levels of government. This
final volume, in a series of three original reference works,
covers four broad themes including: urban growth patterns;

spatial issues; policy issues; and urban growth determinants. The
chapters have been written not only for the advanced student and
academics but also with undergraduate students in mind. The
Handbook will appeal to scholars and researchers interested in
international urban development issues.
City in Common Nov 09 2020 Addresses ways that cultural
imaginaries point toward alternative urban futures. In this book
James Scorer argues that culture remains a force for imagining
inclusive urban futures based around what inhabitants of the city
have in common. Using Buenos Aires as his case study, Scorer
takes the urban commons to be those aspects of the city that are
shared and used by its various communities. Exploring a hugely
diverse set of works, including literature, film, and comics, and
engaging with urban theory, political philosophy, and Latin
American cultural studies, City in Common paints a portrait of
the city caught between opposing forces. Scorer seeks out
alternatives to the current trend in analysis of urban culture to
read Buenos Aires purely through the lens of segregation,
division, and enclosure. Instead, he argues that urban
imaginaries can and often do offer visions of more open
communities and more inclusive urban futures. James Scorer is
Lecturer in Latin American Cultural Studies at the University of
Manchester, United Kingdom.
The Making of Hong Kong May 16 2021 This book
investigates what the history of Hong Kong’s urban
development has to teach other cities as they face environmental
challenges, social and demographic change and the need for new
models of dense urbanism. The authors describe how the highrise intensity of Hong Kong came about; how the forest of
towers are in fact vertical culs de sac; and how the city might
become truly ‘volumetric’ with mixed activities through
multiple levels and 3D movement networks incorporating ‘town

cubes’ rather than town squares. For more information, visit the
authors' website: http://www.makingofhk.com/makingofhk.swf
Routledge Handbook of Urbanization in Southeast Asia Nov
29 2019 The study of urbanization in Southeast Asia has been a
growing field of research over the past decades. The Routledge
Handbook of Urbanization in Southeast Asia offers a collection
of the major streams and themes in the studies of the cities in the
region. A focus on the urbanization process rather than the city
as an object opens the topic more broadly to bring together
different perspectives. This timely handbook presents these
diverse views to build a clearer understanding of theoretical
contributions of urban studies in Southeast Asia and to provide a
complete collection of scholarly works that are thematically
structured and a useful tool for teaching urbanization in
Southeast Asia. Following the introduction by the editor, the
handbook is structured along central, emerging themes. It
contains six parts, which are each introduced by the editor:
Theorizing Urbanization in Southeast Asia Migration, Networks
and Identities Development and Discontents Environmental
Governance The Social Production of the Urban Fabric Social
Change and Alternative Development This handbook will be an
essential reference work for scholars interested in Urban Studies,
cities and urbanization in Asia, and Southeast Asian Studies.
Spatial Modeling and Assessment of Urban Form Jan 12
2021 This book discusses the application of Geospatial data,
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Remote Sensing (RS)
technologies in analysis and modeling of urban growth process,
and its pattern, with special focus on sprawl and compact form
of urban development. The book explains these two kinds of
urban forms (sprawl and compact urban development) in detail
regarding their advantages, disadvantages, indicators,
assessment, modeling, implementation and their relationship

with urban sustainability. It confirms that the proposed modeling
approaches, geospatial data and GIS are very practical for
identifying urban growth, land use change patterns and their
general trends in future. The analyses and modeling approaches
presented in this book can be employed to guide the
identification and measurements of the changes and growth
likely to happen in urban areas. In addition, this book can be
helpful for town planning and development in order to design
urban areas in a compact form and eventually sustainable
manner.
Prose Poetry Oct 09 2020 An engaging and authoritative
introduction to an increasingly important and popular literary
genre Prose Poetry is the first book of its kind—an engaging and
authoritative introduction to the history, development, and
features of English-language prose poetry, an increasingly
important and popular literary form that is still too little
understood and appreciated. Poets and scholars Paul
Hetherington and Cassandra Atherton introduce prose poetry’s
key characteristics, chart its evolution from the nineteenth
century to the present, and discuss many historical and
contemporary prose poems that both demonstrate their great
diversity around the Anglophone world and show why they
represent some of today’s most inventive writing. A prose poem
looks like prose but reads like poetry: it lacks the line breaks of
other poetic forms but employs poetic techniques, such as
internal rhyme, repetition, and compression. Prose Poetry
explains how this form opens new spaces for writers to create
riveting works that reshape the resources of prose while
redefining the poetic. Discussing prose poetry’ s precursors,
including William Wordsworth and Walt Whitman, and prose
poets such as Charles Simic, Russell Edson, Lydia Davis, and
Claudia Rankine, the book pays equal attention to male and

female prose poets, documenting women’s essential but
frequently unacknowledged contributions to the genre.
Revealing how prose poetry tests boundaries and challenges
conventions to open up new imaginative vistas, this is an
essential book for all readers, students, teachers, and writers of
prose poetry.
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